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What is a safe transportation system?

a system in which 
people cannot die 
despite human error.
Job, and Sakashita. 2016a

safe           .
system      . 



What is a dangerous transportation system?

a system in which 
people can die with 
no human error
(e.g., mine field, 
avalanche area).
Job, and Sakashita. 2016a

dangerous.
system      . 



Our system is not safe and not dangerous

a system in which 
people can die through
human error Job, and Sakashita. 

2016a

unsafe       
system



Policy innovation to move the needle

safe           .
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dangerous.
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V2.0

V1.0

Vision Zero & 
Safe System

challenge our 
ability to reach 
zero without a 
major change

unsafe       
system



Safe System: Multi-layered approach

Mooren et al., 2011
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Safe System core: human tolerance to force

Human 
tolerance to 

physical 
force

Mooren et al., 2011
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Safe System: safe Speeds, Vehicles, Roads

Mooren et al., 2011
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Safer 
Roads

Safer 
Vehicles

Safer 
Speeds

Human 
tolerance to 

physical 
force



Safe Speeds, Safe Vehicles, Safe Roads

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIotGXqBH0Y

Danny Bagwell Flips Violently At Daytona 1999

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIotGXqBH0Y


Safe System: safe Speeds, Vehicles, Roads

Mooren et al., 2011
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Safe System: Alert and Compliant Users

Mooren et al., 2011
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Who is this safe/r road user we design for? 

Safe systemUnsafe system

Goody two shoes minion Error-prone minion

CarlPhil



Variations in teen perception of risk factors

Chen K., Cooper J., Grembek O., 2015.
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Variations in teen perception of risk factors

Non-
symmetric 
Perception

and
Misjudgment

Chen K., Cooper J., Grembek O., 2015.



Safe/r road users and speed

Speed limits 
and weather

and
Misjudgment



Safe/r road users and alcohol

Alcohol

and
Misjudgment

Diminished performance below 0.08 BAC may not be 
accounted for in perception reaction time assumptions for 
current design standards

Legal

Itani, I., Grembek, O., In preparation



Does our unsafe system require us to be 

safer than what we are?

Mooren et al., 2011
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Hope for the best,

Goody two shoes minion Error-prone minion



Hope for the best, and design for the 

vulnerable
Goody two shoes minion Error-prone minion



Thank you!


